
FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER

Preemptive Love Coalition is a global peacemaking movement working to heal hearts across enemy lines.  
We do this primarily by working in polarizing conflict-zones, providing lifesaving heart surgeries to children 
and medical training and development to doctors and nurses.  In Iraq, our portfolio of services is more 
robust, including emergency aid and relief to families persecuted by terrorism and violence and micro-
economic development programs that empower women to provide for their own families.

PLC is seeking a full stack web developer to help build out, optimize and innovate our web user experience 
for the primary website and its various brands/sites and tools.  The position will focus on strengthening 
our user experience for mobile devices and desktop; optimizing and designing for mobile devices first 
(where 67% of our traffic is but 12% of total donations).  The Developer will work in conjunction with the 
Graphics Designer, Communication Team, and Development Team to achieve strategic, digital objectives 
across PLC’s entire web footprint.  The Developer will focus on user engagement and conversion; designing 
and implementing changes driven by strong data analysis and a/b testing.  The position will also work on 
digital integration and cross-communication of different digital platforms, leveraging APIs to connect and 
inform different systems in an automated and responsive fashion.        

Requirements
• Advanced knowledge of Bootstrap 3 and HTML.
• Experience with or ability to learn the NationBuilder platform.
• Coda to NationBuilder integration or something comparable. 
• Ability to dissect and understand our advanced/complex NationBuilder template (that includes 

NationBuilder workarounds). Also, the ability to expand and innovate on this template. 
• Ability to interact with NationBuilder support staff to fix platform issues.
• Knowledge of Liquid Web Design.
• Experience managing SEO, paths, blog optimization (images, tags, widgets, word spacing), web 

development and optimization (desktop and mobile).  
• Ability to innovate and push the site to generate a greater/more informative web experience that 

generates revenue and web culture.
• Ability to collaborate with design, development/fundraising, and communications teams.
• Carry out PLC’s staff values: savvy, hospitable, imaginative, audacious.
• Experience or willingness to learn Photoshop and other design programs to accomplish web-based tasks.

Job Responsibilities:
• Innovate on the existing blog experience to grow web traffic and engagement.
• Develop a system for managing success - setting benchmarks for specific metrics, developing plans of 

action, implementation, and iterative thinking to improve the specified metrics (site traffic metrics, 
conversion metrics, email list metrics).  This will be done in conjunction with other teams.

• Create custom web applications that integrate 3rd party products into the NationBuilder platform 
using APIs to inform a fluid/responsive database.

• Frequently audit and maintain the entire PLC web footprint.
• Utilize existing Google Analytics, Hotjar, MailChimp and Optimizely platforms to gain insights into 

current site/page performance and plan/evaluate digital campaigns throughout the campaign lifecycle.
• Work with development/fundraising team to manage and optimize our NationBuilder supporter database. 


